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Chabad – a dynamic, vibrant catalyst for Jewish unity and renewal that serves as a universal open door to
Judaism.

Established in 2003, Chabad exemplifies Ahavat Yisrael, unconditional non-judgmental love that embraces
all Jews regardless of background, affiliation or non-affiliation. Chabad reaches out with heart and soul to
our Jewish brothers and sisters of all ages to foster the appreciation of the beauty of our heritage. Our
programs and events - from the wide-eyed children who are excited and stimulated by our Hebrew School
and Kids club, to University Students, to the hospital patients and nursing home residents who are
remembered and touched by our visits – the entire spectrum of the Windsor Jewish community is enriched
by Chabad.  Offered to the entire community (no membership required).

Our multi-faceted programs are designed to spiritually invigorate the Jew, the Jewish home, and the Jewish
community by rekindling that special holy spark that lies within every single Jew.

By means of a rare combination that blends traditional Jewish teachings & values with modern and
innovative techniques, we provide a meaningful Jewish experience that is both intellectually and emotionally
stimulating and satisfying. Chabad rekindles and invigorates that special holy spark that lies within every
single Jew to reinforce the bond of identification with, and love for, G-d, Torah and Israel.

Our legacy donors are people like you who want to ensure that Chabad will be able to continue to reach
out to the entire community to strengthen Jewish identity and unity into the next generation and beyond.

Our legacy donors are people like you who want to ensure that Chabad will be able to: 

• Strengthen Jewish identity into the next generation and beyond.
• Offer programs and events that bring the entire spectrum of the Jewish community together.
• Promote traditional Jewish teachings & values with a heart and soul that exemplifies caring, dedication,

kindness and love.

Your legacy gift will help us continue to successfully transmit the sacred heritage of yesterday to the Jew
of today, thereby ensuring a Jewish tomorrow.  Lechaim!

CHABAD OF WINDSOR
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More than sixty years ago, the founders of Congregation Beth El had a vision to create a congregation
where Jewish friends and families would come together to connect, grow, celebrate, and raise their children
in a Jewish environment of inclusion and equality. 

Today, Beth El is a community dedicated to continuing the education and traditions of our faith.  We are
committed to guiding our youth as they integrate their Jewish values in an increasingly complex world.  As
a spiritual family, we celebrate simchas together, learn together, raise and educate our children with love
for our Jewish heritage, and support one another in times of challenge and loss.  

Beth El is a sanctuary, a spiritual home where the depth of Jewish tradition and the meaning of Jewish val-
ues is alive, a community where we celebrate and mourn together, where we experience today’s Judaism,
and where we look forward to a Jewish future together.  

Our legacy donors are people just like you, who love and treasure our sacred family.  Our legacy donors
believe that investing in children assures our Jewish future. By becoming a legacy donor, you will join with
others to ensure that Congregation Beth El continues to be relevant; a place where individual Jews and
families become part of our extended spiritual family: learning, praying, celebrating, and mourning together,
committed to the highest ideals of our tradition, and embracing new and creative interpretations to keep
our tradition alive and growing for generations to come.  Please join us!

CONGREGATION BETH EL
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The Cong. Shaar Hashomayim established in 1926 and built in 1929 has long been the centerpiece and
heart of the Windsor Jewish Community. Originally designated to be a Conservative Shul the community
changed direction and decided that an Orthodox Shul was more in line with the community as a whole.
Over time the Shul has made some minor allowances to accommodate all attendees which has allowed
the Shul to survive and still maintain it's Orthodox status.

Our goal and future is to welcome all members of the Windsor Jewish Community in a warm and inviting
environment that allows all to practice their Jewish faith and teach our children and grandchildren the
Torah and Jewish values we have all loved and followed. The Shul has embraced all genders and has had
Female Presidents and active members of the Board of Directors. We have maintained good and stable
relationships with our non-Jewish neighbours  and local officials regardless of their faiths and have
supported all Jewish activities and infrastructure in our city.

We look to our Legacy Donors to establish endowments from their Estates so that our future is financially
secure and our children and grandchildren will have a Jewish base to count on to teach the Jewish Torah
and Values we have loved and followed our entire lives. We wish to maintain and thrive into the future
promoting Judaism and Othodoxy which has allowed our Faith to survive the thousands of years since it's
Birth.

We need our Legacy Donors to help establish the Base needed so that the Shaar Hashomayim will be here
for the next Generation as our ancestors passed on the Shul and Jewish Faith to us . 

CONGREGATION SHAAR HASHOMAYIM
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Since established in 1959 the Windsor Jewish Community Centre has served as a busy hub of activity,
enriching life for both the Jewish and the greater Windsor Community, based on Jewish values.  We do this
by welcoming everyone to share in the richness and culture of Jewish life through social, recreational,
educational and cultural activities. 

Our legacy donors come from all walks of life, but they all share the same goal of promoting and advancing
Jewish continuity in Windsor.

By establishing a legacy, you will ensure:

• We provide services and programs for all generations, to help them to live the Jewish life they desire and
to develop friendships while participating in these programs.

• We create a welcoming space for all members of our diverse community and will treat each person in a
warm and friendly manner.

• We innovate and adapt to the changing world which is essential for the sustainability of our community.
Supporting the goals of our partners is important to us and we celebrate their success with them.

• We remain a safe place for even the most vulnerable in our population, and for all who use our facilities.
• Underserved populations including youth and recent immigrants will have programing and services

created for them.
• We can continue providing programs and services without financial constraint.
• We can provide the next generation with the same opportunities and experiences previous generations

have had living in Jewish Windsor.

Please join us in Paying It Forward to future generations!

WINDSOR JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE


